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ALPHA TO DELIVER LINE POWERING SEMINAR AT OSP EXPO 2011
Vancouver, BC. September 12, 2011 – Leading power solutions provider, Alpha Technologies Ltd. will be delivering an in-depth
seminar on line power at OSP Expo 2011.
OSP Expo brings together OSP professionals from the ILEC, IOC, and CLEC communities serving the rapidly evolving
telecommunications industry. This year, the Conference takes place on September 12-14, 2011 at the Duke Energy Convention
Center in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Alpha Technologies was selected by the OSP editorial staff to be part of the stellar lineup of 30 high-quality educational seminars
offered at this year’s Conference. Kevin Borders, Senior Product Marketing Manager at Alpha, will be lecturing on the use of line
power for Fiber to the Home applications.
“Line power is a proven network architecture that uses the copper cable plant to transmit power from the Central Office to the
home,” commented Kevin. “When used to power FTTH networks, line power extends the benefits of CO power – 5-9’s reliability –
to the end user, resulting in a high level of customer satisfaction.”
“OSP EXPO is the one annual event where professionals from IOC’s and LEC’s learn HOW-TO cost-efficient solutions, share
best practices, and discover emerging technologies. We are pleased to offer attendees the high-quality educational offering by
Alpha Technologies to further enrich their OSP EXPO educational experience,” says Sharon Vollman, Vice President and Editorial
Director at OSP magazine.
To learn more about Alpha’s powering solutions for the Telephony, Wireless and Broadband industries, including OSP enclosures,
FTTX and UPS power, visit Booth# 533 at the OSP Expo 2011. To register for Alpha’s “FTTP/FTTN Improvements” session,
which takes place on September 13th from 8:00 – 9:00AM, click here.
Alpha Technologies Ltd. is an established leader in the design, manufacture, service and installation of powering solutions for
the Telecom, Traffic, ITS, CATV, Security, Medical, Industrial, and Renewable Energy industries. The Company offers a broad
portfolio of high-quality, feature-rich solutions that can be customized to suit almost any application and environment, offering the
highest performance and best value in the industry. With a focus on being your power solutions partner, Alpha builds on over 30
years of outdoor power manufacturing experience to develop solutions that resolve your unique powering challenges.
As a member of The Alpha Group, ATL is part of a global alliance of companies that share a common philosophy – to create
world class powering solutions for communication, commercial, industrial and renewable energy markets.
For more information, visit www.alpha.ca or contact:
Paul Drabble
Marketing Manager
marketing@alpha.ca
604-436-5900
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